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Abstract: The COVID-19 lockdown in 2020–2021 and the refugee crisis in 2021–2022 were two new and unexpected social and political events in Poland in recent years. These “wildcards” will certainly have major effects on individuals and cities, both directly and indirectly, through the influence of “externalities.” The paper examines trends in the spatial development of Polish cities during the last five years (2016–2021), focusing on residential suburbanization and urban sprawl. The study aims to reveal the elements that determine the spatial scale of suburbanization, as well as “wildcards” that may have an indirect impact on the process but are difficult to quantify and include in spatial analysis. The use of location quotient (LQ) metrics, as well as a subset of the Global Human Settlement Layer in the spatial analysis allow for comparisons of locations with intensified urbanization throughout different periods, serving a task that is comparable to feature standardization from a time and space viewpoint. The analysis provides evidence of growing suburbanization surrounding major Polish cities from 2016 to 2021, while also exposing distinct elements of spatial development during a period that was marked by social and political stress (2021).
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1. Introduction

In 2020, Poland’s construction sector attained peak efficiency (Figure 1). It took twelve years to exceed the most severe Global Financial Crisis (GFC) of the century, which occurred in 2007–2008. This was the first year that residential construction in Poland reached levels that were last seen during the communist era. The difference from then to today is the high birth rate in the past, implying a large demand for additional housing as the postwar (WWII) baby-boomer generation entered the labor market, but there is currently population regression in Poland. Global urbanization trends, as well as international and domestic (country) migrations are all elements that support the development of cities and the urban functional areas that surround them. Specific conditions may be created by some characteristics that are dependent on geographic location.

At the end of 2019, the population in Poland was declining. The number of urban residents continued to decline, while the number of people living in rural areas increased [1]. The greatest cities noted the influx of domestic (inter alia students) and foreign migrants (predominantly from Ukraine and Belarus) that were looking for employment and occupying apartments that were put up for rent by residents who had moved to the suburban and rural areas. The apartments in the city became a kind of investment that provided reasonable reimbursement for expenses incurred.

Suburbanization sprawl [2], as well as inner-city trends, such as gentrification and reurbanization are at the forefront of urban growth. The pandemic outbreak of COVID-19 (which has been ongoing since 2020) and the start of the war in Ukraine (close to Poland) at the end of February 2022 have both caused chaos in recent years. Through the influence
of so-called external factors, these “wildcards” will undoubtedly have major direct and indirect implications on individuals, particularly those living in metropolitan areas, as well as on cities themselves.

Figure 1. Total dwellings completed per year in Poland 1950–2021; source of data: [3].

The main objective of the paper is to identify trends in the geographical development of urban areas in Poland over the last five years (2016–2021), particularly in terms of suburbanization sprawl processes, by looking for the driver factors that directly determine the spatial extent of observed processes, as well as other phenomena that may indirectly affect urban sprawl but are difficult to quantify and incorporate into a spatial analysis. During the COVID-19 lockdown periods (2020–2021), a much higher number of individuals tried to acquire residences that were outside of cities (Figure 2), in order to migrate from city downtown areas.

Figure 2. Google Trends data, Poland: ‘House to buy’, queries per week: 1 January 2020–20 March 2022.

According to statistics from the Polish Central Statistical Office, there were 1.39 million Ukrainian residents living in Poland by the end of February 2020, the final month before the epidemic outbreak. Later, some of them returned to Ukraine, but by the end of 2021 the University of Warsaw’s Centre of Migration Research projected that this group had grown...
to almost 1 million [4]. However, the situation has now drastically changed. The unforeseen war in Ukraine on 24 February 2022 generated a massive (extra) flood of refugees from Ukraine, including women, children, and the elderly (Figure 3).

According to statistics from the Polish Central Statistical Office, there were 1.39 million Ukrainian residents living in Poland by the end of February 2020, the final month before the epidemic outbreak. Later, some of them returned to Ukraine, but by the end of 2021 the University of Warsaw’s Centre of Migration Research projected that this group had grown to almost 1 million [4]. However, the situation has now drastically changed. The unforeseen war in Ukraine on 24 February 2022 generated a massive (extra) flood of refugees from Ukraine, including women, children, and the elderly (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The influx of refugees from Ukraine since 24 February 2022 to Poland (millions); source: data from Polish Border Guard [5,6].

Not all the refugees intend to remain in Poland. Some of them are moving further, but others, particularly males who previously worked in Poland, are returning to Ukraine to fight. For the time being the refugees are being relocated and housed; however, the Polish house-rental market has reacted quickly to their arrival. Contrary to the epidemic lockdown scenario a year ago which saw struggling market conditions, rental prices have now soared. Apartment rentals ceased to be successful businesses during the two-year COVID-19 pandemic (2020–2021). Students’ remote learning, tight borders for foreigners, working from home, and financial insecurity have all pushed tenants to flee the once-booming market.

These reasons, among others, appear to be crucial for the current development of urbanization in Poland. However, it would be worthwhile to investigate Poland’s suburbanization expansion over the previous five years, in order to see if worldwide patterns are still present in Poland before and during the epidemic, as well as now in a very different international and national situation.

However, the main hypothesis of this study is that inexorable worldwide trends in suburbanization sprawl [7] will have remained stable and persistent in Poland since 2016, despite consideration of the diverse influence of stimulant, destimulant, and nominant variables that are assumed to affect the observed phenomenon. However, these processes may occur at different times, according to location [7].

Finally, disruptive consequences that are significant for the housing market and rooted in both COVID-19 and the war in Ukraine include observed inflation and the continuous
growth of all prices around the world in 2022, as well in Poland, which will probably also affect urbanization development.

2. Factors of Urban Sprawl

Suburbanization is defined as the movement of people to the suburbs, resulting in the fast expansion of city outskirts and urban sprawl. While the terms are sometimes interchanged, urban sprawl is typically linked with the unplanned and unregulated nature of suburbanization, as well as its multiple negative consequences, such as poor accessibility, a lack of usable open space, and high environmental costs. “A variety of definitions for sprawl have been put forth that describe sprawl as a specific form of urban development with low-density, dispersed, auto-dependent and environmentally and socially-impacting characteristics” [8].

In an attempt to capture urban sprawl, a variety of basic and synthetic indicators were developed throughout the previous decade [9–11]. Despite heated debates, virtually all of these multiple indicators are based on land uptake and population characteristics, with a strong inclination to examine population density inside built-up regions rather than over a unit’s whole territory [2].

Although urban sprawl refers to the urbanization of suburbs, quantifying it requires a comparison of the relevant indicators for both urban areas (which are losing their functions) and urbanizing peripheral areas (which are gaining new inhabitants) over time, i.e., at least at the beginning and end of the analyzed period.

Individual decisions on where to live and work for a better quality of life fuel urban sprawl. Numerous socioeconomic and demographic factors, including land and apartment prices, transit availability, the desire for better living standards, and inner-city difficulties might hasten this process (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Urban sprawl driving forces based on [10,12].

According to recent data, urbanization in general and urban sprawl, in particular, became progressively detached from demographic dynamics (such as population increase) between 1990 and 2014. This is most likely the outcome of household migration from city centers to peripheries [13]. Some extensive forecasting models take the ethnic makeup
of the population into account as a component of suburbanization [14]. Increases in the percentage of ethnic minority populations inside cities have been linked to an increase in urban sprawl in the United States [15]. In a European environment, ethnic minority groups had the reverse effect [16].

The majority of extant definitions for urban sprawl contain three spatial aspects: the growth of the urban area, the increase in build-up area dispersion, and low-density development in suburbia with a large land-take per person [17,18].

Residential suburbanization is not always associated with a permanent dwelling. While certain cities have seen seasonal population transfers to “second houses” [19], the possible wildcards of suburbanization remain unexplored [20].

3. Wildcards (Black Swans)

The “wildcards” or “Black Swans”, as described by Taleb [21] are unanticipated (astonishing, shocking) events that are commonly regarded as rare, but whose occurrence might have a significant impact on people’s lives (societies). Wildcards are defined by a triplet of characteristics: uncommon outlier, severe impact, and retroactive (but not prospective) prediction of the event [21].

Two such wild cards have occurred in recent years that overlap in time. The global COVID-19 outbreak in early 2020 and the war in Ukraine since February 2022. Both of these events have already had a huge impact on different parts of European society and the EU economy, especially in countries neighboring Ukraine (including Poland).

Looking back on the previous two years of COVID-19 in Poland [22,23], it is difficult to determine if the global pandemic is nearing its end. On the other hand, no one can predict if the conflict in Ukraine will extend longer (similar to Russia’s invasion of Crimea, Donetsk, and Lugansk in Ukraine in 2014) or whether a peaceful solution will be found shortly.

Surely, the external effects of these two “wildcards” will have a big impact on Polish society and the economy.

4. External Effects

Externalities are present in all human actions, including, of course, economic activities. They are often characterized as the unintended consequences of production or consuming activity that impact persons who are not directly involved in that activity. People are affected by externalities regardless of their volition, and their influence might be positive or negative. Externalities are either additional benefits or societal costs that are not factored into the economic activity calculation. Externalities are thought to be caused by the link between the economy and the environment.

Environmental pollution, landfill location, vandalism, social pathologies, and crime are examples of negative externalities. Positive economic spillovers are linked to service economies of scale, the advantages of agglomeration—location and urbanization, and, more recently, the advantages of globalization. They are viewed as unanticipated profits from spillover effects in economics [24].

“Broadly defined, spillovers, or other economic neighborhood effects, refer to unanticipated changes in the well-being of the population, i.e., the actions of individuals or third parties, and sometimes events that indirectly affect other people’s standard of living. The costs or rewards of externality effects are not included in the direct account of economic activity” [25]. Spillover effects were characterized by Marshall [26] as market externalities of economic activity, whereas Pigou [27] defined them as variations in societal and private costs and benefits. Mishan [28] provided a more detailed and slightly different definition of externalities, which he defined as the expected (anticipated) or unanticipated spillover effects of third-party activities that directly or indirectly affect changes in people’s living standards.

Growth pole theory interprets externalities as differences in the action of centripetal and centrifugal forces, concentration and dispersion, or attraction and repulsion [29], explaining the spatial order and patterns of urbanization [30–32]. Externalities are divided
into financial and technological impacts, sectoral and urbanization effects, positive and negative effects, and productivity (labor) or development (regional) effects. Regardless of categorization, a case-by-case analysis is the most common method for describing externalities in-depth [33].

5. Spatial Externalities

The examination of spatial externalities is one component of land-use change research, which involves tracing suburban sprawl [34]. Spatial externalities, on the other hand, are the unintended, indirect consequences of human actions that result in a drop in value (extra cost) or a rise in value (additional gain) for others [28]. The intensity (rate) and spatial extent of land-use change externalities are frequently revealed. There is a difference between negative and positive spatial impacts. It is thought that the higher the degree of externalities in a specific land-use class (for example, built-up regions), the greater the likelihood of land-use change in that place [35].

6. Materials and Methods

6.1. Location Quotients

Due to the requirement to attain relatively recent geographical and statistical data, the index that was used as an independent variable, measuring suburbanization sprawl up to 2021, was new Dwellings Completed per 10,000 inhabitants (per 10K) within counties and communes (and municipalities), and functional urban areas (FUA) in Poland from 2016 to 2020 (in every year). The index assumed that the spatial extent of frontline urban expansion, particularly suburbanization sprawl, was determined by the geographical location and volume of new investments in certain years. Official data were acquired from Statistics Poland (CSO) (The CSO database status was updated to 2020 for communes as of 20 May 2022) [2].

Dwellings Completed per 10K-absolute values and location quotients (LQ) by counties, communes, and functional urban areas were observed. The index of Dwellings Completed per 10K for the relevant county for a certain year was the reference figure for estimating a particular LQ in a commune within the spatial extent of a certain county.

Location quotient (LQ), or regional index, for a spatial unit (region) is the ratio of the value of an indicator of a specific economic or social activity \( S_i \) in spatial unit \( i \) (commune \( i \)) to the value of that indicator \( A \) in a higher spatial unit (county, Equation (1)) [36]:

\[
LQ_i = \frac{S_i}{A}
\]

where: \( S_i \)—Dwellings Completed per 10K in certain commune (municipality) annually, \( A \)—Dwellings Completed per 10K in relevant county annually (and in relevant FUA). This way, each commune obtained five LQ indices, separately for each observed year.

LQ also creates the possibility of comparisons for different points in time, thus fulfilling a function similar to the standardization of features. LQ < 1 indicates a ‘shortage’ of residential construction in the county, compared to the national value. LQ > 1 reveal ‘over-representation’, i.e., the spatial concentration of residential construction [36]. Assuming the frontline of suburbanization sprawl shows the relatively high persistent LQ of dwellings that were completed over an observed time, the harmonic mean of the above LQs for each commune was calculated. The choice of harmonic means was dictated due to operating the relative values for a space–time series. Classification of the harmonic means commune data are presented as follows in Table 1.
Table 1. Classification and description of the ranges of harmonic means of location quotients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Range of LQ Harmonic Means</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0 &lt; LQ&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; ≤ 1</td>
<td>lower outlier communes, slow pace or no investment into built-up areas;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1 &lt; LQ&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; ≤ 2</td>
<td>more than average pace or medium investment into built-up areas;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 &lt; LQ&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; ≤ 4</td>
<td>significantly higher than average pace or intense investment into built-up areas;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>LQ&lt;sub&gt;i&lt;/sub&gt; &gt; 4</td>
<td>upper outlier communes, highest pace or concentrated investment into built-up areas;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2. The Global Human Settlement Model (GHS-SMOD)

The GHS Settlement Model layers (GHS-SMOD) delineate and classify settlement typologies via a logic of cell clusters’ population size, population, and built-up area densities as a refinement of the degree of urbanization. The second hierarchical level of the GHSL SMOD (L2) classification is a refinement that aims to identify smaller settlements. The input data are the multi-temporal GHS-BUILT and GHS-POP grids of the GHSL Data Package 2019 (GHS P2019). The land is extracted as a combination of the Global Administrative Map 2.816 and the Global Surface Water Layer Occurrence. Names are extracted from OpenStreetMap partially filtered by EUROSTAT (GISCO project) [37].

The set of LQ harmonic means of communes in Poland was next spatially and statistically compared to the Global Human Settlement Layer data that were clipped for Poland. The used data were part of GHS Settlement Model Layers (GHS-SMOD), derived from GHS-POP (population) and GHS-Built (built-up). The data present the classification of grid spatial entities as follows in Table 2.

Table 2. Classification of grid spatial entities in GHS Settlement Model layers [38].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Urban centre</td>
<td>if the grid cell belongs to an urban centre spatial entity and corresponds to municipal level terms: city or large settlement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Dense urban cluster</td>
<td>if the grid cell belongs to a dense urban cluster spatial entity and corresponds to municipal level terms: dense town or dense medium settlement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Semi-dense urban cluster</td>
<td>if the grid cell belongs to a semi-dense urban cluster spatial entity and corresponds to municipal level terms: semi-dense town or semi-dense medium settlement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Suburban or peri-urban</td>
<td>if the grid cell belongs to urban cluster cells at the first hierarchical level but is not part of a dense or semi-dense urban cluster and corresponds to municipal level terms: suburban or peri-urban area or semi-dense area;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Rural cluster</td>
<td>if the grid cell belongs to a rural cluster spatial entity and corresponds to municipal level terms: village or small settlement;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Low density rural</td>
<td>if the grid cell is classified as rural grid cells at the first hierarchical level, has more than 50 inhabitants, is not part of a rural cluster, and corresponds to municipal level terms: dispersed rural area or low-density area;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Very low-density rural</td>
<td>if the grid cell is classified as rural grid cells at the first hierarchical level, has less than 50 inhabitants, and is not part of a rural cluster and in municipal level terms describe a mostly inhabited area or very low-density area;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Water</td>
<td>if the grid cell has a 0.5 share covered by permanent surface water and is not populated nor built.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Next both data sets were statistically and spatially analyzed using the available Zonal Histogram and cross-tabulation tools of GIS software. Statistical analyses of LQ by communes (municipalities) do not provide information on the exact localization of urban sprawl. This is why the spatial analysis used the reclassified results of a comparison of two nominal-scale input-raster layers: LQs by communes and GHSL layer (vector layers of communes were rasterized to the same grid system as GHSL). Processing the overlay of the input layers was based on the concatenation of nominal values: two-digit number of GHSL and one-digit number of LQ class (e.g., Urban Centre descriptor 30 and class 2 of harmonic
mean LQ give a result equal to 302). In fact, this is a simple raster calculator expression: \([\text{GHSL class integer number} \times 10 + \text{LQ class integer number}]\). Eventually, the results were presented cartographically using a bivariate color legend.

Another thread of the study concerning the comparison of estimated LQ used, as the reference, the relevant-for-commune values of Dwelling Completed per 10K that were calculated for particular functional urban areas (FUA) in Poland where the commune was located. For the communes outside FUA borders, the reference value was the average indicator. A cartographical presentation of the results aimed to highlight the differences.

The operationalization of the study used the software packages GIS (ESRI ArcGIS, QGIS) and statistical (SPSS). The technical details of cross-tabulation, clipping, and the spatial transformation of resulting maps also concerned their re-projections, as well as rasterization and generating the common attribute tables of joined maps.

7. Results

7.1. Urban Sprawl in Poland in Light of Dwellings Completed per 10K Population

Since 2016, the building sector in Poland has seen a steady increase in the number of houses constructed per 10K. The number of houses built per 10,000 people varied based on the size of the commune and its location. The total number of dwellings that were completed and the harmonic mean of location quotients by communes in Poland from 2016 to 2020 are presented in Figure 5. The spatial diversity of the absolute values of the total dwellings completed per 10K population by communes reveals specific ‘bagels’—areas surrounding the greatest metropolises that also surpass urban centers. The spatial diversification of the harmonic means of LQs is similar, but not identical to the spatial pattern of total absolute values.

Despite minimal variations over the observed time, the general trend was the continuous growth of dwellings completed per 10K from 2016 in a large number of communes (Figure 6). Only minor details of the spatial diversity of the examined phenomena were observed throughout the years preceding the COVID-19 pandemic epidemic (2016–2019).

It seems that the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak in Poland (2020) did not change much in the residential construction sector. Figure 7 presents the spatial distribution of the location quotient-harmonic means of dwellings that were completed. Communes marked with the lines fill symbol for those LQ in 2020 are greater than the harmonic mean LQ for the whole observed time.

The situation of urban sprawl in Poland in 2021 changed. It should be noted that from August to December, tensions over the ‘push and pull’ of illegal immigrants occurred in the region of North-East Poland near the Belarus state boundary. Visitors were not permitted to enter the special zone along the EU-Belarus-Poland border. The zone along the Poland-Belarus border experienced (locally) the temporary delays in private investments, except for when the state ordered the construction of the temporary border fence in 2021 (a solid fence that continues to be built in 2022). The overall length of the solid fence will be 180 km, 5 m high, and equipped with CCTV monitoring and movement-detection sensors. The only great city in the Podlaskie region, tenth in terms of populated places in Poland is located 60 km from the Belarus border (not in a closed zone).

In turn, from 24 February 2022, external conditions changed drastically. Poland has been the target of the massive influx of Ukrainian refugees fleeing the war. It is probable that the first wave mostly comprised the families of Ukrainian citizens who earlier worked in Poland and thus have a place to shelter themselves. After a few weeks, others fled from Eastern Ukraine. It is unknown how many people will yet flee from Ukraine, targeting or transiting Poland.
Figure 5. Total dwellings completed per 10K and harmonic means of location quotients by communes in Poland 2016–2021.

Figure 6. Stacked, cumulative number of new dwellings completed per 10K population by communes by years in Poland (2016–2021). Communes are identified by a seven-digit statistical number (TERYT).
The two external forces mentioned above will produce opposing processes. The continuation of global COVID-19 pandemic waves (for example, new SARS-COV2 virus variants in future autumn and winter seasons) poses a new threat to Poland’s economic development, whereas the massive influx of Ukrainians could be a stimulus, especially if they decide to stay in Poland for a longer period. Time will tell how these disastrous events will affect Poland’s residential building sector and rental housing market. There is currently no official published data available on the quantity and location of new residential units and dwellings completed.

### 7.2. Statistical and Spatial Analysis of Urban Sprawl in Poland Using GHSL Layer

A statistical analysis was carried out using the Zonal Histogram tool and tabulating areas for a defined subset of the GHS-SMOD layer for Poland using GIS software. The intermediate result was the attribute table of the communes’ layer in Poland, involving columns from both input sets: the values of the harmonic means of location quotients, and the cell count (areas) of each distinguished class in the GHS-SMOD layer within the extent of the relevant commune. Due to the nominal scale of both reviewed phenomena, a nonparametric Spearman’s rho association was estimated between the variables. The results are presented in Table 3.

There were 29 significant (2-tailed) correlation coefficients from 48. A large number of them were very close to zero. However, only one GHS-SMOD layer class—suburban or peri-urban areas or semi-dense areas were relatively higher, and positively correlated to the harmonic mean location quotient (R = 0.402). Similarly, all of the location quotients for the above class were significant and higher than for the other classes within the range [+0.303, +0.344].
A repeated statistical analysis of the correlation between the LQ harmonic means and suburban and peri-urban class using Kendall’s Taub coefficient gave a similar significance but a lower value ($R = 0.3$). These values are not high but taking into account the range of other Spearman’s rho coefficients $[-0.142, +0.155]$ for other GHS-SMOD classes, it means that a moderate association between LQ harmonic means and sub- and peri-urban areas seems significant.

Table 3. Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients between location quotients by year, location quotients harmonic means, and GHS-SMOD layer classes in communes’ data set in Poland.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Water</th>
<th>Very Low-Density Rural</th>
<th>Low Density Rural</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Suburban or Peri-Urban</th>
<th>Semi-Dense Urban</th>
<th>Dense Urban</th>
<th>Urban Centre</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LQ2016</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr. coefficient</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>−0.096 **</td>
<td>0.129 **</td>
<td>0.072 **</td>
<td>0.315 **</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.111 **</td>
<td>0.097 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.761</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ2017</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr. coefficient</td>
<td>−0.001</td>
<td>−0.085 **</td>
<td>0.116 **</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.303 **</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.102 **</td>
<td>0.090 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.957</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.774</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ2018</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr. coefficient</td>
<td>0.043 *</td>
<td>−0.114 **</td>
<td>0.070 **</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>0.333 **</td>
<td>−0.013</td>
<td>0.140 **</td>
<td>0.095 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.532</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ2019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr. coefficient</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>−0.142 **</td>
<td>0.120 **</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.344 **</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.154 **</td>
<td>0.094 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.794</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.561</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ2020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr. coefficient</td>
<td>−0.002</td>
<td>−0.108 **</td>
<td>0.115 **</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.338 **</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.155 **</td>
<td>0.082 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.916</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LQ harmonic mean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corr. coefficient</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>−0.137 **</td>
<td>0.160 **</td>
<td>0.069 **</td>
<td>0.402 **</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.161 **</td>
<td>0.126 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.409</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Spearman’s rho; N = 2473. ** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). * Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

Spatial analysis geovisualization used a bivariate colors legend for a choropleth map for all the above-enumerated variables. The legend uses the four colors analog that is proposed in the GHS-SMOD layer. The LQ harmonic means values are divided into the classes described above (Section 6). The intense depth of colors shows low levels of harmonic means of location quotients, contrary to pale colors which relate to high values of LQ harmonic means (2016–2020), which is a metaphor for the anthropogenic pressure that is related to the volume of artificial light emission. Green colors are related to the very low- density rural class (GHSL code 11) and near water (GHSL code 10) within the particular commune. Yellow to orange colors represent the low density rural and rural areas (GHSL codes 12 and 13). Semi-dense urban and sub-urban or peri-urban areas (GHSL codes 21 and 22) are represented by pink colors, and the violet color scales are related to urban centers and dense urban areas. Light shades of colors reveal areas that are the border zones of urban sprawl.

All location quotients by communes are calculated using an annual number of dwellings completed per 10K population to the referenced values for higher administrative units, i.e., annual dwellings completed within the appropriate counties (Figure 8).
Another study thread involved comparing the estimated LQ, using as a reference the relevant commune values of Dwelling Completed per 10K that were summed up for certain functional urban areas (FUA) in Poland where the commune was located. The average indication was used as the reference value for communes that were outside of the FUAs. The data were presented in a cartographical format to emphasize the differences (Figure 9).
8. Discussion

In an analysis of the spatial diversity of location quotients’ harmonic means covering the period from 2016 to 2020 (Figure 5), one must note the evident process of urban sprawl. When interpreting the high values of the harmonic means of LQs as the rate of urban sprawl, almost all communes characterizing the pace of the new dwellings completed are located nearby, outside the main metropolises of Poland and around dense towns, as well as close to the main touristic destinations offshore of the Baltic Sea (in the North), and in mountains (in the South). On the other hand, the centers of urban areas (e.g., Warsaw, Gdansk, Wroclaw, Poznan, and Lodz) and dense smaller cities (Olsztyn, Koszalin, Rzeszow) usually characterize a slightly lower pace and number of dwellings completed. A higher pace of location quotients is also observed near land border crossings. It seems that the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic outbreak in Poland (2020) did not change much in the residential construction sector, and the inertia of previous years’ trends was sustained. This could be a time lag related to the lifecycle of the construction process (from the approval
of an investment plan to construction completion). Isolation and lockdown restrictions related to the two-year pandemic situation caused most people living in cities (especially in multi-family houses) to start to look at plots outside of the cities, which had an impact on the prices of the real estate market. However, no officially published recent data are available on dwellings that were completed in 2021. Nevertheless, all the above-mentioned external factors, the pandemic, and the crisis along the Poland–Belarus border (in the North-East, related to an influx of illegal immigrants), as well as growing inflation, resulted in the rising prices of building materials and apartment rentals. These tendencies are reinforced because of the outbreak of the war in Ukraine (the South-East border line of Poland), which again intensified the pace of inflation in 2022. All these critical events may indirectly and strongly affect the urban sprawl in Poland in the forthcoming years.

Significant confirmation of the observed urban sprawl processes in Poland gave a statistical analysis of the Spearman’s rho correlation coefficients between the harmonic means LQ and GHSL classes of main urban and rural regions. This was not in terms of the strength of the association, but by excluding all of the types except only one: suburban and peri-urban areas, which is the direct validation of the observed relation.

Statistical LQ analyses by communes (municipalities) do not give precise information on the precise extent of urban sprawl. As a consequence, the findings of the comparison of two nominal-scale input-raster layers were used: LQs by communes and the GHSL layer, which were reclassified and aimed at a spatial analysis; two approaches were taken into account.

First, a comparison of the harmonic means of LQs of communes referred to counties and a subset of the GHSL layer that was clipped to the borders of Poland. The resulting map (Figure 8) reveals irregular zones of urban sprawl around the metropolises and dense towns along the main exit routes, which characterize class semi-dense urban cluster spatial entities and suburban or peri-urban with the highest LQs. It also shows insular, separated areas within the rural cluster-spatial entities zones with higher LQs nearby the small towns in the centers (probably the second houses zones or touristic destinations).

Second, a comparison of the harmonic means of LQs of communes referred to functional urban area zones in Poland and a subset of the GHSL layer that was clipped to the borders of Poland. The resulting map (Figure 9) is more distinct and the zones of urban sprawl are clearer. The shape of zones is more regular.

9. Conclusions

Despite Poland’s strong residential building development trend, it is difficult to predict if urban expansion, particularly suburbanization sprawl, will continue to a larger spatial extent due to insufficient critical spatial-infrastructure investments outside of city limits. Our research is very broad and based on recently acquired and only recently available data, and it appears that there is a need for a deeper understanding of the processes of change in the spatial, social, and economic structure of functional urban areas, which would require unavailable recent data; for example, detailed data of the functional urban areas in Poland (as well as other EU countries) and Global Human Settlement Layer data that only cover the year 2018. Further, the findings of the recently concluded national population census (2021) will be released in full in the near future.

Synergetic (potentiating) effects and feedback that are distinct to various geographic locations are shaped by the action of several elements. For example, urbanization in Ukraine was estimated at 69.6% by the end of 2021, while it was only 60% in Poland by the end of 2020 [39]. People from Ukrainian cities make up the majority of Ukrainian refugees. Their environment was urban, and they arrived in Poland’s major cities searching for (at least) temporary lodging, or lodging that was comparable to the kind found in Ukraine. This implies that Poland’s cities would be under huge pressure.

The cumulative impact of factors influencing the spatial development of cities is not the simple sum of them, rather, they act in a compounded way. However, the synergy of the influence of a different number of factors in different geographical areas may not be the
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